Civil engineering structure daily monitored through IR Thermography and environmental measurement.
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Abstract

An integrated infrared measurement system synchronized with weather parameter measurements developed to make long term thermal monitoring of structural elements over a year is presented. The software and hardware architecture has been designed with the aim to be fully autonomous. Twin reinforced concrete beams, a damage one and a healthy one, are surveyed with this system. This study presents results obtained during the first six month of monitoring. Results obtained are detailed and discussed. A comparison with thermal measurements carried out inside the healthy beam is also proposed and discussed by comparison with external measurements.

1. Introduction

With the constant increase of the road traffic coupled with the aging of transport infrastructure, studying and developing robust system which allows to monitor and assess those structures is of growing interest. Among the techniques used [1], thermal monitoring with infrared thermography appears to be a good compromise between a non-intrusive method and possible added value after post-processing of acquired data. Through the past decade studies have shown the ability to monitor concrete and asphalt structure by active IR thermography [2] [3]. On site measurement using passive thermography have also been studied, by applying qualitative methods [4] and quantitative one [5]. These methods have been used to perform punctual control of various duration (few hours to few days).

Within the European project ISTIMES, whose main objective was to evaluate the potentialities offered by the integration of different electromagnetic techniques able to perform non-invasive diagnostics for the surveillance and monitoring of transport infrastructures [6], an information system, has been designed to perform very long term thermal monitoring of structures exposed to environmental condition, as the solar heat flux, natural convection or seasonal perturbation. This system called “IrLaW” is based on a multi sensing approach. It connects and synchronise information acquired by a weather station, a GPS and an infrared camera. It is fully integrated in a TCP/IP network [7]. In a previous study the system was used to assess a bridge deck without traffic disruption and shown the feasibility of the control procedure to detect and characterize the inner structure of the deck [8]. In the continuity of this former study, two scale 1 concrete beams have been submitted to environmental perturbation for over three years now. One of these beams has been damaged by high energetic mechanical impacts [9] and the other one, considered as healthy, was internally instrumented during its building.

Integrated in the Sensorbox hardware architecture by mid-2013, the “IrLaW” system has been set up to monitor those concrete beams over a year. Connected to weather station VAISALA WXT 520 and a FLIR SC 325 IR camera, the software and hardware architecture has been upgraded with the aim to be fully autonomous. The data are saved periodically and the system has its own power strategy including a failover power supply. At the healthy beam level, instrumentation provides information about the internal temperature field which can be used to check the measurement system and enhance a thermal model design.

This study presents results obtained after several months of measurements. The experimental procedure and the system architecture are also described. Infrared, weather and inside beam thermocouples measurements are presented, analysed and discussed.

2. Measurement system overview

The IrLaW (Infrared Through Lan and Wifi) software was initially designed for non-destructive testing by active infrared thermography using uncooled IRFPA camera in controlled environments (e.g. laboratory ones). From the ISTIMES [6] project IrLaW has been upgraded to propose a turnkey installation and new functionalities able to perform long term multi sensing data acquisition (see. figure 1) in outdoor conditions with OGC Standards compliance. This improvement is so called “SensorBox”. It provides to the user, meteorological data synchronized with infrared monitoring and timing with GPS synchronisation. Data can be qualitative (Raw Data) but also quantitative (Using radiometric heat balance corrections on-line or off-line) thanks to the possibility to develop embedded physical model using a model compiler [7]. Raw data pass through a circular buffer in which the system acquires the raw data in accordance to a scenario which can be specialized for each application. All the data acquired are stored into a standard data structure.
The measurement system can be remotely control via WiFi connection which can be useful for maintenance or control operations on real site. A former study shows the capacity of the system to provide information over days [8] on a bridge opened to traffic.

In the present study the SensorBox has been improved and adapted (see figure 2) in order to reach full autonomy in term of power supply, very long term measurement capability (at least 1 year), and automated data base feeding. The power autonomy of the whole system is performed by a 12V external battery of 102 Ah, which is enough to insure the system continuity for at least few days. The failover power supply system is also designed as a sensor, each hour the system check the battery level, and below a fixed threshold the SensorBox is safely turned off to avoid corrupted data.

The system controls a FLIR SC325 uncooled microbolometric IR camera with a 320X240 Focal Plane Array detector in band III, a weather station Vaisala WXT520 and a GPS UBDX. The IR camera native frame rate is tuned to 25 Hz. The acquisition scenario averages IR images with a sample rate of 0.1 Hz (including weather and GPS information) and saves them each hour into the system local hard drive. Each morning a batch on the data storage server retrieves data from the previous day and then flushes the internal system memory. As all the measured parameters are saved, this procedure avoids to overload the network and data loss in case of sudden stop of the system. For instance one full month of data acquisition represents an amount of about 40 Giga bytes saved in the server.

In the next section experimental benchmark and system implementation is presented and developed.

3. Reinforced concrete beams and outdoor experiments set-up

The SensorBox system presented below is used to monitor structural elements of scale 1. These elements consist in two reinforced concrete beams (16 m long x 1 m height x 0.5 m width and 21 tons weight). One of these two twin beams has been instrumented with 48 thermocouples and 10 displacement gauges (see figure 3).

The 48 thermocouples have been placed in order to allow 3D thermal field reconstruction in a further step of this study by using the approach developed in [10]. Each sensor is identified (tagged) by its row, column and section number. Its twin sister has been damaged by several mechanical impact of high energy at the IFSTTAR falling rocks test station located in the French Alpes (see figure 4). To damage this beam, a 2.5 tons steel ball has been dropped on the concrete beam from various heights. A total of four mechanical impacts have been carried out on the upper face of the beam, three from a height of one meter and one from five meters [9]. The figure 4 right present the damage generated on the top of the beam at the end of the experiment.
The impacted area presents, in the rear face of the beam, a leaving of materials that allow to see the rebars. Analysis of the rebar positioning after each impact was presented in [9]. After this mechanical experiment, this damage beam was moved back from French Alpes to Nantes and placed behind and parallel to the longitudinal axis of its instrumented twin. The long term monitoring system was then set-up at this IFSTTAR large scale testing facilities in Nantes (see figure 5).

The beams are placed in front of a thermo-mechanical testing facilities building located at IFSTTAR center in Nantes. The monitoring system was implemented on the building roof facing the two elements. Moreover the two beams are placed right in front of the sun path. The healthy beam is placed on the foreground and the other one in the back ground, the blue area on the picture (see figure 5) point out the impacted zone.

The monitoring system is composed of the SensorBox, the weather station, a GPS unit, the infrared camera and a Wi-Fi access point.

The infrared camera is placed in a thermally controlled caisson in order to protect it and insure a minimal temperature during the cold season. The front case is constituted of an optical adapted IR glass (with high transmission coefficient in the infrared wavelength used). The SensorBox is also implemented in a thermally controlled housing to prevent any overheating of the system during the warm season and freezing during cold season (see figure 6).

For the time being all measured data are backed up. Once they are on the storage server, post-processing at desired sub-sampling frequency can be made. The effect of the atmosphere is addressed through a transmission law that integrates environmental evolution with time. In the present paper, in a first approach, an average distance between the IR Detector and beams was taken to 20 meters (see figure 6) for the transmission evaluation with time.

4. Experimental results

Since august 2013 and until April 2014 nine months of data sampled at 0.1 Hz have been acquired with our designed system. One month break has been done in September for various maintenance operations and technical enhancement of the whole robustness of the system.
During this interruption period, the optical lens of the infrared camera have been changed, from 10 mm focal length to 25 mm in order to increase the spatial resolution of the infrared image of the beams. Consequently, the monitoring of beam extremities in the longitudinal direction (parallel to beam) was no more possible.

4.1. IR results

Illustrations of thermal images acquired, with these two fields of view, at the beginning of the daily thermal relaxation phase and at its end, are shown in figure 7. The infrared images also illustrate the gain in spatial resolution obtained by changing the camera optic.

**Fig. 7** Examples of infrared images at different moment of a day in two seasonal conditions

During those months, thermal images, air temperature, wind speed and direction, pressure, relative humidity, and rain variations with time have been measured. Figures 8 to 10 present the evolution during summer, autumn and the beginning of winter of these parameters.

**Fig. 8** Seasonal surface and external temperature variation

**Fig. 9** Seasonal relative humidity and pressure variation
These figures show the correlation that exists between meteorological parameters and the thermal value acquired by infrared thermography on the beam surface and also by the weather station used to monitor the atmosphere. For the thermal value the seasonal decay can also be observed. It has to be noticed that during the warm season all the parameters appear periodically, even for the wind where the daily periodic warming create a periodic air mass transfer. But, on the contrary during the cold season the effect of all the external perturbations: wind, nebulosity, building shadow (reducing direct solar illuminations up to no illumination during winter days), rain and heat flux seasonal decay combined make parameters evolution to be more randomly distributed.

From a physical point of view that means that we have to deal with two different systems. The first one is harmonically excited and the second appears quasi-randomly excited. This fact will have to be address when building physical models in particular when considering the boundary conditions but also when addressing possible signal processing approaches.

As this system is used to investigate the feasibility of a long term monitoring of structural elements and to cope with one of the objectives of this study, we reported in figure 11 the mean thermograms above a healthy and a defective area on the impacted beam, during one month period of the warm season. Unfortunately, due the high level of reinforcement of the studied beams effect of thermal diffusion tends to make uniform the thermal surface field, phenomenon that is also amplified by the reduced infrared thermography spatial resolution (see figure 11). Unlike the former study [8] where distinctive thermal diffusion behavior (inducing temperature field differences) were observed, here a standard heat transfer model used to minimize a cost function expressed in the meaning of the least square approach [11] might lead to inconsistent parameter estimation.

In first months of 2014, some malfunctions at infrared camera level were observed, in particular bad thermal derivative compensation that finally drives us to stop the acquisition with the infrared camera for maintenance purpose. To pursue the measurements, a temporary solution has been found by replacing the defective FLIR SC 325 by a FLIR SC 655 with a 640X480 IRFPA with $17\mu m$ pixel pitch in the same spectral bandwidth and equipped with a 24 mm lens.

This unfortunate issue is a good example of the flexibility of the system indeed the operation takes place in few hours and didn’t induce perturbation on the rest of the system.

Figure 12 presents an illustration of infrared image acquired with this new camera that has a better resolution and a better detector sensitivity. In figure 12 (right) a thermogram over three days is also presented.
In the next paragraph data acquired through the instrumented beams are compared to those acquired with contactless sensing techniques previously presented for the 3 days period shown in figure 12.

### 4.2. Beam inner temperature analysis

To complete the analysis presented in the previous paragraph using only external measurements, we compared them with data acquired with thermocouples located inside the healthy beam. We limited the analysis to the following of thermal field evolution in the beam during three days in May 2014, coupled with weather parameters and associated infrared measurements acquired in parallel. Figure 14 presents the weather evolution during those days. During that period atmospheric pressure decrease was observed.

The thermocouples measurement protocol is divided into columns and lines (see figure 3). To compare data acquired by the Sensorbox with the thermocouple the study will be focus on section 9 and 7 of the beam that are located in the center of the field of view of our infrared camera. A first analysis shows that infrared measurements (see figure 12 right) are coherent with the thermocouples evolutions measured closer to the viewed surface (column c3 row r3 in figure 14).
The amplitude evolution along axes are in agreement with possible theoretical approaches [12]. The most interesting point is the emergence of a heat core (C2_R3) in the beam in such environmental conditions. Its temperature signal is delayed versus the front face temperature but move from delayed to advance versus the rear face temperature. In fact according to the figure 14, even if only two faces (front and top) are directly submitted to the periodical solar heat flux, the both remaining faces are also submitted to periodical solicitations of smaller amplitude that also impact the global thermal behaviour of the structure.

The figure 15 show normalized heat flux computed with the Duffie and Beckman solar model [13] for the front face and the convective contribution calculated with the McAdams Correlation [14] for the rear face.

According to the figure 14 the rear face phase shift arise from the combination of the two boundary conditions (front and rear beam faces) thermal contribution and the conduction phase shift, the same goes for the phase shift between the upper face and the below one.

These observations points out the fact that the system appears to be always in transient regime when sun illumination affect the front face.

4.3. FFT analysis

In first approach FFT analysis was applied to thermal images sequence. Figure 16 shows results obtained on a thermal image sequence extracted over 10 days in the summer period matching the poorest spatial resolution for FLIR SC325 IR camera configuration.

A difference of phase values can be observed locally in the area where the mechanical impact affected the beam. The healthy beam does not present equivalent phase values at the same longitudinal position. The blue-dark square belongs to a reference area painted in black during falling block trials.
5. Conclusion

We presented a thermal monitoring system based on recent advancements in ICT technology to assess the very long term infrared monitoring of civil engineering structures. The whole system is able to control an infrared camera as well as a weather station. Measurements are synchronized by a GPS clock. Developed in the initial stage of the ISTIMES European project, the system has been enhanced to achieve full autonomy in terms of power, data acquisition, and backup. The system has been used to assess the long-term monitoring of two large-scale reinforced concrete beams. The first beam has been instrumented with 48 thermocouples and 10 strain gauges; the second one has been subjected to several high-energetic mechanical impacts that have damaged it. This twin beams are exposed to outdoor environmental conditions since three years now.

From the summer 2013 until now, the infrared measurement system has acquired data. The system architecture itself has demonstrated its reliability.

Infrared and weather measurements led to show the correlation that exists between the temperature and the external conditions. Furthermore, two different thermal behaviors have been discriminated with results obtained. The first one corresponds to a system harmonically excited, the second one to a pseudo-random excitation.

A month of measurement has been especially studied where the system appears to be in an established periodic regime. Due to the diffusion effect which tends to uniform the surface field, standard models used to minimize a cost function to estimate the beam parameters are here difficult to use.

The infrared measurement has been then compared to the inside beam thermocouples values. Those values have highlighted the presence of a heat core inside the beams. Furthermore, a classical FFT analysis allows us to put in evidence a difference of thermal answer in the impact area between the healthy and damaged beam. Other locations of damage are still open to processing investigations.

One of the main perspectives of this study is to develop and embed into the Sensorbox a thermal model with an estimation procedure able to identify equivalent thermal properties and reconstruct the 3D internal temperature field by taking into account the environmental solicitations and their evolution with time.
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